This book examines the formation of scientific knowledge about the AIDS epidemic in the 1980s and shows the broader cultural assumptions on which this knowledge is grounded. Alex Preda highlights the metaphors, narratives, and classifications that framed scientific hypotheses about the nature of the infectious agent and its means of transmission and compares these arguments with those used in the scientific literature about SARS. Through detailed rhetorical analysis of biomedical publications, the author shows how scientific knowledge about epidemics is shaped by cultural narratives and categories of social thought.
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A catalog record for this book is available from the British Library. apart from causing immunodeficiency, it has been responsible for two other syndromes -the "minimum publishable unit syndrome" (MPUS) and the "how many authors can I cram onto one paper syndrome" (HMACICOOPS). These syndromes may well be responsible for as many deaths as AIDS itself. Many important medical papers must have been squeezed out by the interminable reporting of AIDS, and, more importantly, a great deal of useful and potentially more beneficial research has not been founded or carried out because so many scientists have jumped on the AIDS bandwagon knowing that most of their work, whatever the results, will be published in reputable journals, which seem to be AIDS struck. [ . . . ] It is this sort of publication that has encouraged MPUS and HMACICOOPS to such an extent that they threaten to strangle our journals and stop good work being done or published. It is time journals of international repute took a stand and stamped these malignant syndromes out.
Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data
(A. R. Mellersh, "AIDS and Authors," The Lancet 11/8393, July 7, 1984, p. 41)
This book has been in the making for some time. As is the case with projects that grow over the years, it has benefited from the input of many people and from many intellectual exchanges. In the project stage, it was like a small planet that gained mass, shape, and momentum from the various intellectual forces with which I interacted. These forces were situated on different orbits: some were more distant, playing a role in the context of my work; others were nearer, exerting a direct influence on it. On a more distant orbit, two people have made the creation of this book possible. Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht many years ago placed a bet on a very uncertain outcome when he awarded me a doctoral fellowship in the Graduate School of Communication, which he was leading at the University of Siegen. This book now exists because of his bet. Sepp Gumbrecht is known for encouraging young, unknown students and for his willingness to take a risk with them. It is only fitting, then, to acknowledge my debt to him in a book about the rhetoric of risk. K. Ludwig Pfeiffer encouraged and supported me during my first years of study at the Graduate School. Above all, the emphasis on interdisciplinary study, and the openness and dialogue systematically promoted by Sepp and Ludwig as the School's first directors, have shaped my belief in the conversation of scholars from the social sciences and the humanities, a belief which I hope this book mirrors clearly. A third scholar from whom I have greatly benefited, directly and indirectly, is Franz-Xaver Kaufmann: his encouragement, trust, and ix x Acknowledgments willingness to accept research interests different from his own made possible the continuation of my work at the University of Bielefeld.
On a very near orbit, I have strongly benefited from being the student and collaborator of Karin Knorr Cetina at the University of Bielefeld and the University of Konstanz. Karin, I cannot even begin to recount here all that I have learned from you regarding research methods and sociological perspective. You too placed a bet, and I hope it has paid off.
The arguments presented in this book were developed in many intellectual exchanges with the members of the laboratory studies group at the University of Bielefeld. It is fitting to pay tribute here to the special intellectual atmosphere and dynamic exchanges in the weekly meetings of this group in the second half of the 1990s. I must single out Karin, Stefan Hirschauer, Jens Lachmund, and Klaus Amman as partners in conversations, and sometimes even in friendly disputes. Stefan, Jens, and Klaus took a keen interest in my work and never spared their criticism, as good friends do: thank you.
From a geographical distance, Steven Epstein read parts of the text and shared his work with me: thank you, Steve.
Alia Winters and Ed Parsons, my editors at Cambridge University Press, have valued my book project and supported it. Special thanks go here to Alia, who provided many useful observations for the final version of the manuscript.
Patricia Skorge gave me invaluable assistance in improving the style of this book and patiently accepted many requests for help on short notice. She is a true professional and has done a wonderful job. Ann Marie Schroeder also helped in solving many problems in the production of the final version of this manuscript.
Last, but not least, Roxana constantly encouraged me in the writing process and provided moral support throughout. Dante, our son, developed a late, yet unexpectedly strong interest in my having written a book. It is to them that I owe my greatest debt.
